
KPFT-FM First Quarter 2018 Oc t1st - Dec 31st
Note:	This	listing	is	by	no	mean	exhaustive

Subject Covered Program Name Description/Local Relevance Broadcast Date/Time/Duration Time

War and Peace
Arab	Voices Guest Rev. Dr. Mitri Raheb  talks about Palestinian Christians, their ongoing Israeli occupation and ethnic cleansing of 

Palestine; the effect of the Israeli occupation on access to religious sites in Jerusalem and Bethlehem; the importance of 
Jerusalem and Bethlehem to Christians and other faiths; the U.S. recognition of Jerusalem as Israel's capital; the move 
of the U.S. Embassy to Jerusalem; the relations with other Christians outside Palestine and other faith communities; the 
role of the churches in the U.S., Europe and other countries; and the steps to bring a lasting peace and an end to the 
Israeli occupation. 

10/3/18	FM	6-7pm 1	Hour

Politics	Done	Right	 Many are convinced that Midterm 2018 is a foregone conclusion. Democrats will ride a Blue Wave right back 
into political relevance throughout the country statewide and federally. Hold your horses.

10/11/18	FM	3-4pm 1	Hour

Progressive	Forum	 Guest Bonnie Caracciol, discusses her work as Co-Organizer with Cindy Sheehan, leading up to the 2018 Women's 
March on the Pentagon in Washington D.C.. The Women's March aims to confront the bipartisan war machine in a non-
partisan way. Their demands are: the complete end to the wars abroad; closure of foreign bases, and to dramatically 
slash the Pentagon budget to fund healthy social programs here at home. Halfway into the show we play songs from Roy 
Zimmerman's new CD Rize Up and discuss Roy’s life as a songwriter and political satirist.

10/18/18	FM	7-9pm 2	Hours

Houston	Indy	Media In this raw recording from the defense’s closing argument in the John Hernandez’s murder trial: multiple sustained 
objections by the prosecution during the defense's closing arguments. At one point, the defence attorney, Scot Courtney, 
is not able to play his video for the jury. Thompson's wife, Chauna, is a former Harris County Sheriff's deputy. She also 
faces murder charges. A jury can find Thompson guilty or not guilty of manslaughter or criminally negligent homicide. If 
they jury does not make a decision today they will be sequestered and could continue deliberations through the 
weekend.

11/2/18	FM	7-8pm 1	Hour

Voices	at	Work	 Discussion begins with Wisconsin's Governor Scott Walker's Defeat as a result of mid-term elections. Audio sample from 
Richard Reich's video's regarding Medicare and a single payer healthcare found at his website, InequalityMedia.com. 
Closing out the show, audio from the film, Off the Table - The Case for HR 676 talking about Single Payer Health Care 
reform. 

11/9/18	FM	8-9pm 1	Hour

Politics	Done	Right	 Dr. Anand Bhat discusses a “feature” in the Affordable Care Act that is yet another corporate boondoggle, the Quality 
Industrial Complex, that must be eradicated now ensuring it is never a part of Medicare for All.

11/22/18	FM	3-4pm 1	Hour

Arab	Voices	 An Audio clip plays the remarks of Dr. Faiza Zalila, ACC President, Dr. Abed Takriti, introducing and highlighting the 
people and culture of Palestine, Dr. Rezik Saqer, Palestinian American Cultural Center past president, Dr. Ussama 
Makdisi (introduced by Dr. Abed Takriti), Dr. Osama and Dr. Lilian Gaber (introduced by Dr. Waleed Gaber), and Derek 
Mathieson with Baker Hughes (introduced by Dr. Faiza Zalila).

11/28/18	FM	6-7pm 1	Hour

Progressive	Forum	 Norman Solomon talks about his work as coordinator for the online activist group RootsAction.org; executive director of 
the Institute for Public Accuracy and his latest articles, "What It Means That Hillary Clinton Might Run for President in 
2020" and "Democratic Party "Leadership" Is Upside Down." Next, John Nichols, the Washington correspondent for The 
Nation magazine, and associate editor of The Capital Times in Madison, WI; discusses his  latest articles “The 
Republican Party Has Become ‘a Conspiracy to Seize Power’ A brute force power grab by Republicans in Wisconsin 
highlights the disregard for democracy that has infected the party of Lincoln” and "State Republicans Are Refusing to 
Honor the Peaceful Transition of Power." Closing out the show, a speech by Chuck Collins, author and senior scholar at 
the Institute for Policy Studies in Washington, DC.; made at the  2018 Houston Peace and Justice Center's National 
Peacemaker Awards in Houston on Nov. 11th.

12/6/18	FM	7-9pm 2	Hours

Thingwing	Radio	 Topics covered in the show are: Obamacare, SSI Increases, SCOTUS vs Planned Parenthood, Trump Defrauding US 
Voters, and Comet 46P/Wirtanen and a study finding that some bacteria are becoming more tolerant of and sanitizers.

12/10/18	FM	2-3pm 1	Hour



Arab	Voices	 We will listen to Hagai El-Ad's UN Security Council Remarks regarding the Israeli occupation’s crimes and violations 
against the Palestinians in the occupied West Bank and Gaza Strip, and the humanitarian crisis there. During his 
remarks, he called on the international community to take action against Israeli apartheid. Later on we speak with Daniel 
MdAdams about Syria, Israel's missile attack on Syria on Christmas day, President Trump's decision to withdraw U.S. 
troops from Syria, will the U.S. actually get out of Syria, what does that mean to Syria and the region, and more.

12/26/18	FM	6-7pm 1	Hour

Minority Group Issues
La	Bocina-	Asamblea	Popular	Nacional	HoustonDedicated	to	those	who	speak	Spanish	in	the	USA.	The	theme	of	Today:	lIBROS	-	IMMIGRATION.	Content:	About	RL	book:	

"VANISHING	FRONTIERS,	THE	FORCES	DRIVING	MEXICO	AND	THE	UNITED	STATES	TOGETHER".	Music:	Flaco	Jimenez	-	
Flaco's	First	07	-	Dealing	With	Another	09	-	Human	Heart	08	-	The	Complicated	10	-	Tonight	I	Step	The	Wavering	04	-	My	
Sorrows	05	-	Alma	Enamorada	06	-	I	feel	Abandoned	19	-	Solito	Lloro.	Appreciation:	KPFT,	Seminar	on	Immigration	and	
Equality	of	Public	Policies,	Lic	Andrew	Selle,	Migration	Policy	Institute	and	the	College	of	Mexico.

10/7/2018	HD2	8-9am 1	Hour

People	of	Earth	 At	Thanksgiving,	the	United	States	gather	to	celebrate	the	“first”	ceremonial	sharing	between	Native	Peoples	and	the	
arriving	European	Peoples,	it	might	be	a	good	time	to	hear	another	telling	of	this	story;	to	imagine	a	different	kind	of	
Thanksgiving	gathering.	For	several	years,	Native	Americans	and	Non-Native	Americans	have	gathered	in	Maine	to	
discuss	meaningful	ways	of	living	together	on	common	land	and	rectifying	relationships	between	First	Nation	and	North	
American	peoples.	These	gatherings	center	on	shaping	clearer	understandings	of	history	and	contemporary	politics	in	
the	life	of	First	Nation	Peoples	living	in	Maine’s	bio-region.	Audio	clip	features:	Blair	Brown,	actress	and	board	member	of	
People	for	the	American	Way	and	the	New	York	Cultural	Advisory	Council;	Shirley	Hager,	the	Center	for	Vision	and	Policy;	
Gkisedtanamoogk,	spiritual	leader	in	Canada;	Miigam’agan,	resident	of	the	Mi’kmaq	tribe	and	a	participant	in	the	
gathering;	Wayne	Newell	and	Wesley	Rothermel,	participants	in	the	gathering;	Leo	Bartibogue,	lobster	fisherman	from	
Burnt	Church,	Canada.	Senior	Producer/Host:	Tena	Rubio.	Associate	Producer:	Puck	Lo.	Interns:	Samson	Reiny	and	
Joaquin	Palomino,	Elena	Botkin-Levy.	“The	Gathering”	Producers:	Executive	Producer,	Barbara	Simmons;	Senior	
Producer,	Laura	Jackson;	Mars	Studio	Engineer,	Mike	Simmons;	Associate	Producer,	Kati	Sowiak.	The	original	
documentary	by	PeaceTalks	was	made	possible	by	Arcadia	University’s	International	Peace	and	Conflict	Resolution	
Masters	Program,	The	Snave	Foundation,	Lyman	Fund,	Bequest	Grants	Group,	The	5-County	Arts	Fund	and	Newtown	
Monthly	Meeting.

10/31/2018	FM	7-8pm 1	Hour

K	Rino	Radio	 Discussion	centers	on	National	and	Local	Voting	and	What	It	Means	for	People	of	Color	(Good	or	Bad).	What's	the	issue	
driving	Republican	policy	is	better	than	Democratic	and	vice	versa.	What's	the	meaning	behind	"If	you	don't	vote,	you	
don't	have	a	right	to	complain,"	or	voting	in	complete	ignorance.	What	if	either	side	does	not	fit	the	agenda	for	the	
voter?

11/9/18	FM	11pm-12am 1	Hour

The	Progressive	Forum	 Felicia	Kornbluh	author	of	the	new	book,	“Ensuring	Poverty:	Welform	Reform	in	Feminist	Perspective.”	She	is	an	
Associate	Professor	of	History	and	Gender,	Sexuality	and	Women’s	Studies	at	the	University	of	Vermont.	She	is	also	
author	of	“The	Battle	for	Welfare	Rights:	Politics	and	Poverty	in	Modern	America.”	Chuck	Collins,	the	2018	Houston	
Peace	and	Justice	Center’s	National	Peacemaker	Award	Recipient	and	Keynote	Speaker;	discusses	his	current	work	he	
directs	for	the	Program	of	Inequality	and	the	Common	Good.	He	is	also	an	author,	senior	scholar	at	the	Institute	for	
Policy	Studies	in	Washington,	D.C;	and	co-founder	of	the	Wealth	for	Common	Good.	Concluding	the	episode	is	an	audio	
clip	of	Dr.	Helen	Caldicott’s	speech	about	avoiding	nuclear	catastrophe	titled,	“While	There’s	Life,	There’s	Hope.”	It	was	
the	closing	talk	at	the	“Symposium:	The	Dynamics	of	Possible	Nuclear	Extinction,”	given	at	the	New	York	Academy	of	
Medicine	in	New	York	City	which	was	recording	by	Radio	Ecoshock.

11/14/18	FM	7-9pm 2	Hours

Life	In	Focus Anelle	Williams	focuses	on	the	issue	of	Mistreatment	of	the	Black	Woman	in	America.	When	the	President	stands	from	a	
podium	that	is	broadcasted	internationally	and	insults	professional	women	who	work	their	way	through	the	ranks.	
Trends	of	Domestic	violence,	fatalities	of	black	women	in	real-life	and	on	social	media.	What	is	the	ripple	effect	in	terms	
of	respect	that	African-American	receive	when	they	are	out	in	various	public	places	when	there	is	constant	vitriol	about	
black	women	on	a	broad,	national	level?	

11/25/2018	FM	10:30-11PM 1/2	Hour



So	What's	Your	Story? Greg	was	moved	by	his	observation	that	“People	are	hungry	for	a	church	that	rejects	biblical	literalism,	affirms	the	
compatibility	of	science	and	religion,	welcomes	LGBT	Christians,	and	has	a	passion	for	social	justice.”	Join	us.	It's	going	to	
be	a	great	show!

11/28/18	FM	8-9pm 1	Hour

Queer	Voices	 Rylie,	Quinn	and	Toni	with	Saving	Our	Siters	United,	talk	about	their	group	in	Houston	for	cisgender	and	transgender	
women	of	color	to	share	space,	find	support,	and	come	together	in	solidarity.	Rylie,	Quinn	and	Toni	speak	about	their	
experiences	with	the	group	and	the	need	and	benefit	it	provides.	Afterwards	Founder	and	Artistic	Director,	Harrison	Guy;	
and	Founder	and	General	Manager,	Walter	Hull,	from	Urban	Souls	Dance	Company;	talk	about	the	intersectionality	of	
being	black	and	queer	in	the	field	of	Dance	in	the	Deep	South;	and	how	their	dance	company	works	to	be	a	shining	light	
for	Houston's	art	scene.	

12/3/18	FM	8-9pm 1	Hour

K-Rino	Radio	 Brother	OG-1,	of	Operation	Reachout,	breaks	down	his	history	and	work	in	gang	intervention.	He	invented	the	Scared	
Straight	Program	while	incarcerated.	His	program	was	subsequently	pirated	for	a	prime	time	cable	television	network	
without	consulting	Brother	OG-1	of	its	intended	marketing	development.		

12/2/18	FM	11pm-12am 1	Hour

Life	in	Focus	 Sister	Anelle	Williams	begin	Part	1	of	her		Two-part	series	discussion	on	“Momma,	Why	Can’t	You	Love	Me.”	Beginning	
with	an	audio	clip	titled,	“Things	I	Wish	I	Could	Tell	My	Mom.”	Made	by	BFMP	www.buzzfeed.com/videoteam,	Daysha	
Edewi	and	Christina	Alexandria.	Music	in	audio	clip	titled,	“Who’s	Going	To	Take	Care	of	Me,”	licensed	by	Warner	
Chappell	Production	Music	Inc.	A	daughter’s	and	son’s	traumatized	childhood	is	still	being	denied	serious	discussion	
because	of	the	subject	being	either	too	controversial	or	tab		by	either	a	narcissistic,	unloving	or	abusive	mother	is	still	
considered	as	a	taboo	or	too	controversial	subject	no	one	is	willing	to	discuss,	even	now	in	our	society.	Reference	made	
throughout	the	program	are	to	Bethany	Webster’s	“Mother	Wound”	definition	and	its	key	role	in	women’s	
empowerment.

12/2/18	&	12/9/18	FM	10-11pm 1	Hour

Queer	Voices Eric	Edward	Schell,	creator	and	sole	photographer	of	Pride	Portraits.	Eric	talks	about	Pride	Portrait's	mission	which	is	to	
visually	represent	the	LGBTQIA+	community	and	its	allies	one	photograph	and	story		at	a	time.	Visibility	is	their	
community's	key	to	promote	the	humanization	of	a	community	that	is	dehumanized	every	single	day;	and	also	their	
plans	for	the	holidays.	Afterwards,	discussion	addresses	the	recent	anti-LGBTQ	vandalism	of	the	"Be	Visible"	wall	in	the	
Heights.	

12/17/2018	FM	8-9om 1	Hour

Sembrando	Voces	Asemblea	Popular	Houston	 Gt	Conversation	with	Borderlands	Archives	Cartography's	Sylvia	Fernandez	Quintanilla,	Maira,	Jess	Hernandez	and	
Marcely	Perez.	Maira	and	Sylvia	talks	about	their	experiences	working	in	the	creation	of	digital	humanities	projects	as	a	
form	of	resistance	to	challange	the	U.S.-Mexico	border	national	disclosures.	

12/20/18	HD2	7-8pm 1	Hour

Health Issues

Nuestra	Palabra Dr. Cindy Cedillo-Ruiz is a bilingual family physician with interests in helping the underserved community in 
Houston and surrounding areas. In light of Breast Cancer Awareness month, Dr. Cindy speaks about health 
issues regarding lumps in breasts, irregular menustration, chronic pelvic pain; and signs/symptoms for women 
who need futher medical consultation often overlooked for most adults.

10/23/18	FM	6-7pm 1	Hour



Money	Matters	 How can Alzheimers affect working with a financial advisor? Jennifer L. FitzPatrick, MSW, LCSW-C, CSP is the founder 
of Jenerations Health Education, Inc., a full service healthcare education organization. With over 20+ years experience in 
healthcare, Jennifer is also a gerontology instructor at Johns Hopkins University’s Certificate on Aging program. Her 
mission is to help healthcare organizations and professionals grow while empowering patients and their caregivers. 
Jennifer appears frequently in the media and has been featured on ABC, CBS, NBC, Univision, Sirius XM and in Fast 
Company, Reader’s Digest, Forbes, U.S. News & World Report, The Huffington Post and many more. A member of the 
National Speakers Association, she is one of less than 800 Certified Speaking Professionals (CSP) worldwide. Her first 
book, Cruising Through Caregiving: Reducing The Stress of Caring For Your Loved One helps family caregivers and is 
also a resource for healthcare professionals who want to set better boundaries with patients.

11/2/18	HD2	11-11:30am 1/2	Hour

Her	Sex,	Her	Health	 Dr. Alexandra Simotas hosts a live medical call-in show. Topics discussed include: what is HPV? Hysterectomy 
and health risks of Ovarian Cysts. Recurring bacterial vaginosis. 

11/16/18	FM	6-7	pm 1	Hour

Whole	Mother	 Andrew	Warren,	former	student,	currently	a	member	of	staff	at	Archway	Academy,	a	sober/recovery	high	school	based	
right	here	in	Houston.	Archway	serves	as	a	prototype	for	others	beginning	recovery	high	schools	in	their	communities.	
Archway	Academy's	mission	is	to	provide	a	supportive	and	sober	learning	environment	to	meet	the	individual	
educational	needs	of	adolescents	in	recovery.	Passageway's	Program	addresses	the	educational	needs	of	students	
discharging	from	residential	treatment	or	in	their	first	60	days	of	sobriety.

11/18/18	FM	7-7:30pm 1	Hour

Politics	Done	Right	 Dr.	Anand	Bhat	discusses	a	“feature”	in	the	Affordable	Care	Act	that	is	yet	another	corporate	boondoggle,	the	Quality	
Industrial	Complex,	that	must	be	eradicated	now	ensuring	it	is	never	a	part	of	Medicare	for	All.	Discussion	revolves	
around	Single-Payer	Medicare	for	All	in	straightforward	term	and	fleshing	out		why	it	is	the	only	economically	viable	
alternative	to	our	immoral,	corrupt,	and	draconian	health	care	system.

11/22/18	FM	3-4pm 1	Hour

Her	Sex,	Her	Health Dr.	Simotas	discusses	the	following	topics:	urinary	tract	infections	for	women	and	how	to	prevent	them;	antibiotics	
affecting	Hormone	IUD	efficiency;	does	grieving	cause	anxiety	attacks	and	heart	palpitations;	can	urinary	tract	infections	
affect	the	kidney	adversely;	HPV	dysplasia	frequent	returns	even	after	crynogenic	therapy	treatments;	and	the	effect	of	
leaving	one	ovary	post-hysterectomy	surgery.

11/30/18	FM	6-7pm 1	Hour

Money	Matters
Can money be a symbolic representation of deeper issues underlying everyday relationships? Today's guest, Kira Nurieli, 
a dedicated mediation and conflict resolution expert, believes we have to dig deeper to find the true meaning behind the 
crises that plague family relationships, friendships, and the like. With money as a central theme in many of these crises, 
it is often that conscious financial planning can assuage the problems that subsequently arise in these cases.

12/14/18	HD2	11-11:30am 1/2	Hour

Whole	Mother	 Elisabeth	Holland,	certified	Addictions	RN,	and	Michelle	Hansford,	Parent	Coach	Navigator	of	Santa	Maria	Hostel,	Texas’	
largest	multi-site	residential	and	outpatient	substance	abuse	treatment	center,	and	one	of	a	very	few	to	provide	
comprehensive	continuum	of	care.	Clients	progress	towards	achieving	improved	mental	and	physical	health,	family	
functioning	and	economic	stability	that	supports	a	drug-	and	violence-free	lifestyle.	Santa	Maria	is	proud	of	its	history	in	
providing	recovery	services	which	have	a	long-term	impact	on	individuals	and	families	served.	Through	these	services,	
clients	complete	substance	abuse	treatment,	acquire	parenting	skills,	develop	job	readiness	skills,	set	and	attain	
educational	and	employment	goals,	gain	critical	life	skills,	get	referrals	and	information	on	resources	and	obtain	
permanent	housing.

12/16/18	FM	7-7:30pm 1/2	Hour

Environment
Vegan	World	Radio	 Sofia	Pineda	Ochoa,	MD	and	Bob	Rapfogel,	Meat	Your	Future	co-founders,		hosted	to	discuss	the	importance	of	following	

a	sustainable	diet	in	the	context	of	our	ever	increasing	human	population.	Sofia	and	Bob	speak	about	Meat	Your	
Feature's	mission	which	is	to	raise	awareness	about	the	ethical,	environmental	and	health	implications	of	our	society's	
use	and	consumption	of	animals.

10/9/2018	FM	8-9pm 1	Hour



Eco-ology Harvey	came	a	year	ago,	and	West	Street	Recovery,	born	at	the	peak	of	the	flood	in	this	Hall’s	Bayou	neighborhood–has	
been	operating	to	rebuild	homes	and	lives:	Jade	connects	people	to	resources,	Andrew	runs	the	rebuild	program	along	
with	a	host	of	volunteers,	and	Ben	moves	from	this	disaster	to	beyond	and	how	this	watershed	can	be	involved	with	the	
future.		West	Street	Recovery’s	story	is	a	window	into	the	reality	of	dealing	with	a	crisis–a	window	we	get	to	open	in	this	
discussion.

10/23/18	FM	3-4pm 1	Hour

Progressive	Forum Alan Hirsch, author of the new book "Impeaching the President: Past, Present, and Future", talks about his work as an 
Instructor in the Humanities and Chair of the Justice and Law Studies program at Williams College. Alan in a 
constitutional scholar and offers a clear perspective on all matters relating to removing a president. Starting with an 
explanation of the Founders’ constitutional protections against executive misconduct, Hirsch looks at the impeachment 
episodes involving presidents, Andrew Johnson, Richard Nixon, and Bill Clinton to help understand the case of Donald 
Trump. An audio clip from the film "GASLAND" is broadcasted. “Gasland” is a documentary written and directed by Josh 
Fox. The film focuses on communities in the United States affected by natural gas drilling specifically the method of 
hydraulic fracturing. The film has been a key mobilizer for the anti-fracking movement. It was nominated for the Academy 
Award for Best Documentary Feature.

10/25/18	FM	7-9pm 1	Hour

Mini	Geology	 Prof	Alberto	Riccardi,	stratigrapher,	talks	about	his	life-long	experience	doing	Geology	in	Argentina.	Alberto	Riccardi	
currently	works	at	the	División	de	Paleontología	de	Invertebrados,	National	University	of	La	Plata.	Alberto	does	research	
in	Geology	and	Paleontology.	His	current	projects	are:	´Biostratigraphy	of	marine	Jurassic	and	Cretaceous´;	'History	of	
Geological	Sciences.'

11/6/18	HD2	5-6pm 1	Hour

Mini	Geology	 Mars.	Key	questions,	methods	and	people	around	the	Red	Planet.	We	listen	to	Kristen	Siebach,	Professor	at	Rice	
(Houston)	and	member	of	the	teams	"Mars	Exploration	Rovers"	and	"Mars	Science	Laboratory."	Kristen	talks	about	her	
current	published	research	titled,	"Desiccation	Cracks	Provide	Evidence	of	Lake	Drying	on	Mars,	middle	Murray	
Formation,	Gale	Crater."	Kristen's	work	focuses	on	understanding	the	history	of	water	interacting	with	sediments	on	
Mars	and	early	Earth	through	analysis	of	sedimentary	rock	textures	and	chemistry.		She	is	also	actively	engaged	in	
promoting	education	and	outreach	related	to	Earth	and	Planetary	science	and	regularly	presents	at	schools	and	outreach	
events

11/13/18	HD2	5-6pm 1	Hour

Vegan	World	Radio	 Mauricio	Quiroga	Interviewed	about	Connie	Spence	talks	about	her	experiences	doing	the	Vegan	Batman	Light	and	also	
about	their	future	projects	with	the	Vegan	Justice	Lobbying	Group.	Vegan	Batman	Light	is	a	new,	cutting	edge	form	of	
activism	combining	the	power	of	Freedom	of	Speech	with	the	power	of	a	Giant	Spotlight	shining	Vegan	messages	
directed	at	blank	walls	across	the	USA.	Connie	Spence	is	a	8+	year	Vegan,	who	was	trying	to	figure	out	a	way	to	drive	
more	conversations	and	more	eyeballs	to	Veganism.		She	has	led	a	career	in	Advertising	&	Software	Business	
Development,	understanding	the	meticulous	preparedness	&	components	of	success	when	transforming	someone's	
mind.		She	applies	this	expertise	and	creates	Vegan	Transformations	through	her	creative	forms	of	Activism.

11/27/2018	8-9pm 1	Hour

Eco-ology Marian	Bell	has	been	a	part	of	Houston	and	healthy	living	for	a	long	time.	Her	story	is	a	new	one–an	up	close	experience	
next	to	Brays	Bayou,	through	the	floods	that	have	plagued	that	neighborhood	for	a	long	time.	Marian,	her	96	year	old	
mother,	and	her	neighbors	were	ready,	but	Harvey’s	waters	jumped	instantly,	and	the	fire	department	boats	became	
Plan	B.	The	conversation	is	intertwined	with	the	importance	of	community	and	the	value	of	perseverance–over	the	year	
that’s	followed.	We	can	talk	about	Harvey	from	afar,	but	for	those	with	4	feet	of	water	in	their	homes,	Harvey	fills	every	
day.

12/4/2018	3-4pm 1	Hour

Vegan	World	Radio	 Mauricio	Quiroga	speaks	with	Dolly	Vyas-Ahuja.	Dolly	is	an	Ahimsa	animal	activist	and	a	voice	for	the	voiceless.	Her	
mission	in	life	is	to	spread	awareness	and	education	about	the	cruelty	in	the	dairy	industry.	She	comes	from	a	Gandhian	
family	and	her	grandfather	was	a	freedom	fighter	for	social	justice	in	India.	One	of	the	greatest	social	issues	of	our	time	is	
speciesism.	One	of	her	objectives	is	to	have	Indian	temples	take	the	pledge	of	being	cruelty	free	temples	banning	the	use	
of	dairy	products.	She	wants	to	create	a	compassionate	world	where	everyone	lives	by	their	essential	nature	which	is	
compassion.

12/11/18	FM	8-9pm 1	Hour



Eco-ology Conversation	about	water,	the	Texas	coast	and	all	the	things	water	means	to	us	here,	good	and	bad.	The	Texas	Coastal	
Spine	plan	is	upon	us	and	time	is	running	out	for	our	input.	You	have	until	January	9,	2019.	Merrell	Williams	with	Texas	
A&M	University	at	Galveston	talks	about	their	current	work	with	Dutch	Institutions	and	other	strong	partners	to	better	
understand	how	to	protect	our	region’s	people,	economy	and	environment	from	hurricane	induced	storm	surge.	The	
coastal	spine	concept	is	the	approach	the	Dutch	used	after	their	1953	surge	disaster.	They	shortened	their	coast	by	
combining	barriers	and	gates	to	keep	surge	out	of	internal	waters.	That	knowledge	holds	a	solution	to	protect	the	
Galveston-Houston	area.	Texas	A&M	University	at	Galveston	have	been	working	on	environmentally	friendly,	socially	
relevant	efforts	to	use	the	proven	technologies	of	the	Ike	Dike	concept	to	prevent	major	storm	surges.

12/12/18	FM	3-4pm 1	Hour

Mini	Geology THE	impact	crater	(Chicxulub).	Discoveries,	implications	and	funding	of	a	drilled	core	into	the	Chicxulub	crater	(Mexico),	
product	of	the	asteroid	that	lead	to	the	extinction	of	75%	of	the	species	that	existed	66	Millions	years	ago.	

12/19/18	HD2	5-6pm 1	Hour

Mini	Geology	 The mindset of the Eldridge Moores (1938-2018), professor emeritus of geology at the University of 
California (Davis) renowned for his work in plate tectonics (first to identify ophiolites as remnants of ancient 
oceanic crust), for elevating public awareness of geology and for his textbooks Structural Geology (1992, 
2007) and Tectonics (1995). Interview made in Monterey (CA), in 2014.

12/29/18	HD2	5-6pm 1	Hour

Arts	and	Education

Open	Journal	 Linda	Cohn	of	the	League	of	Women	Voters	in	the	Houston	Area	and	Marian	Luntz	of	MFAH	Films.	The	League	of	Women	
Voters	in	the	Houston	Area	is	a	non-partisan	political	organization	serving	Harris	County	by	encouraging	everyone	to	
participate	in	the	civic	life	of	our	community.	Marian	Luntz	is	Curator,	Film	and	Video	for	Musuem	of	Fine	Arts	Houston	
since	July	1990	to	present.	The	film	program	at	the	Museum	of	Fine	Arts,	Houston,	offers	moviegoers	a	unique	venue	for	
appreciating	classic	&	contemporary	films.	MFAH	presents	more	than	200	screenings	annually,	with	showtimes	nearly	
every	weekend.	One	of	the	few	venues	in	town	that	can	show	films	on	35mm,	the	Museum	is	the	oldest	repertory	
cinema	in	Houston	and	has	sponsored	the	exhibition	of	film	since	1939.	

10/8/18	FM	6-7pm 1	Hour

Living	Art Lee	Benner	and	Leticia	Eldredge	from	Arts	Convergence.	Art	Convergence	discusses	the	advancement	of	the	Arts	in	
communications	throughout	contemporary	culture	well	affecting	the	quality	of	life	and	education	resources.	Arts	
Convergence	has	its	urban	offices	in	San	Antonio,	Texas	where	they	are	active	in	generating	programs	which	benefit	
large	segments	of	the	local	community.	Special	emphasis	is	placed		on	the	production	of	the	arts	for	the	sake	of	cross	
cultural	communications.

10/18/18	FM	6-7pm 1	Hour

Nuestra	Palabra Marceline	Hernandez	Castillo	is	a	poet,	essayist,	translator,	and	immigration	advocate.	He	is	the	author	of	Cenzontle,	
which	was	chosen	by	Brenda	Shaughnessy	as	the	winner	of	the	2017	A.	Poulin,	Jr.	published	by	BOA	editions	in	2018.	His	
first	chapbook,	DULCE,	was	chosen	by	Chris	Abani	as	the	winner	of	the	Drinking	Gourd	Poetry	Prize	published	by	
Northwestern	University	press.	His	memoir,	Children	of	the	Land	is	forthcoming	from	Harper	Collins	in	2020.	Marcelo	
was	born	in	Zacatecas,	Mexico	and	immigrated	to	the	California	central	valley.	As	an	AB540	student,	he	earned	his	B.A.	
from	Sacramento	State	University	and	was	the	first	undocumented	student	to	graduate	from	the	Helen	Zell	Writers	
Program	at	the	University	of	Michigan.	He	is	a	founding	member	of	the	Undocupoets	campaign	which	successfully	
eliminated	citizenship	requirements	from	all	major	first	poetry	book	prizes	in	the	country	and	was	recognized	with	the	
Barnes	and	Noble	“Writers	for	Writers”	award.	Through	a	literary	partnership	with	Amazon	Publishing	he	has	helped	to	
establish	The	Undocupoet	Fellowship	which	provides	funding	to	help	curb	the	cost	of	submissions	to	journals	and	
contests.	

10/30/18	FM	6-7pm 1	Hour



Living	Art Roundtable	of	local	Houston	artists	discuss	the	upcoming	Art	Crawl.	An	event	in	which	artists	in	the	old	&	historic,	
Downtown	Art	Warehouse	District,	open	the	doors	to	their	working	studios	and	invite	the	public	in	for	a	peek	at	what	
happens	behind	the	scenes.		This	tradition	started	in	1992	and	takes	place	the	weekend	before	Thanksgiving.	This	year	
Artists	for	Artists,	a	nonprofit	organization	that	provides	Emergency	Recovery	Grants	designed	to	assist	eligible	artists	
experiencing	career-threatening	emergencies	will	be	involved.	Jay	Butler,	a	Houston-based	writer	and	poet,	reads	his	
work	throughout	the	first	segment	of	the	episode.	Later	on,	Jay	discusses	his	book,	"7	Day	Confessions"	and	how	he	aims	
to	write	about		the	good,	the	bad,	and	the	ugly	within	everyday	life.	

11/8/18	FM	6-7pm 1	Hour

Open	Journal	 Fernanda Grattan and Jon Gardner of Via Colori. Houston Via Colori® Street Painting Festival was founded in 2006. 
Since then, it  has grown into one of the city’s signature art festivals over its 13 year history. Attendees witness the 
streets of downtown transform into a massive outdoor art gallery with more than 200 local and international artists 
creating mind-blowing murals right before your eyes, bands playing live music on three stages and great food and 
activities putting smiles on the faces of people of all ages. Via Colori is a fundraiser for The Center for Hearing and 
Speech, the most comprehensive resource for pediatric hearing loss in Texas. Terri Burke, Executive Director of the 
ACLU, Executive director of the ACLU of Texas, has led the organization through a strategic focus on LGBT equality, 
criminal law reform, religious liberty, immigrants’ rights and reproductive rights. Under her leadership, the organization 
relocated its headquarters to Houston, expanded its statewide reach by opening four satellite offices in Dallas, 
Brownsville, Austin, and El Paso, increased its staff from 8 to more than 30, and increased ACLU of Texas membership 
rolls fivefold. Terri’s commitment to challenge the central threats to civil liberties in the Lone Star State, the ACLU of 
Texas has brought its growing strength to bear on the most pressing issues facing Texans, on both the statewide and 
local levels. During Ms. Burke’s tenure, the organization brought lawsuits against federal immigration agencies to curb 
excessive force and family detention; expanded awareness and implementation of LGBT equality through active support 
of local non-discrimination ordinances and campaigns like Houston Unites; diminished the school-to-prison pipeline 
through advocacy with local school boards in Houston, Dallas, and Austin; built and reinforced statewide coalitions to 
expand the organization’s reach even further; and raised awareness of private prison abuse, solitary confinement and 
criminal justice abuses through the publication of widely cited reports.

11/12/18	FM	6-7pm 1	Hour

So,	What's	Your	Story? Rev. Jonathan Page who is the Senior Minister at the First Congregational Church of Houston, one of the most 
progressive churches in the area. Greg discusses how he was moved by his observation that “People are hungry for a 
church that rejects biblical literalism, affirms the compatibility of science and religion, welcomes LGBT Christians, and 
has a passion for social justice.” First Congregational Church (UCC) of Houston is an inclusive church in the Memorial 
area that focuses on social justice and welcomes individuals & families of all makeups. Their church community is an 
assortment of seekers and thinkers; gathering together to worship God, to love others, to build community, to advocate 
for justice, and to explore what it means to be Christian in the 21st century. From the very beginning the members of First 
Congregational declared themselves to be an “open church,” that is a church open to all races and people, which was a 
radical idea for Houston in 1955. In 1998 the church proudly welcomed all people regardless of sexual orientation or 
gender identity. 

11/28/18	FM	8-9pm 1	Hour

Nuestra	Palabra Marlon	Lizama,	Co-founder	and	Program	Director	of	Iconoclast	Artists,	talks	about	his	creative	writing	program	that	
serves	underserved	schools	and	incarcerated	youth,	while	disrupting	the	school	to	prison	pipeline.	Second	guest,	Efrén	C.	
Olivares,	Racial	and	Economic	Justice	Program	Director	for	the	Texas	Civil	Rights	Project,	describes	his	work	handling	and	
supervising	cases	in	state	and	federal	court	involving	institutional	discrimination,	constitutional	violations,	immigrants'	
rights,	disability	and	economic	rights,	among	others.	

12/18/18	6-7	PM 1	Hour

Law	&	Order
The	Prison	Show	 Daniel interviewed Oscar Rodriguez Cabrera, The Consul General of Mexico in Houston, and visiting us from 

Norway is Marianne Ruud, English Teacher, Soul Sister, visitor and friend with Bobby James Moore of Polunsky. 
Marianne will tell us about her project MY LIFE MATTERS TOO and her work with Young Kids Hard Time. Then 
Dr. Terri LeClercq will talk to us about The Prison Show Book Club and filing Grievances, and, Dave Atwood 
discussed Death Penalty News.

10/5/18	FM		9-11	pm 1	Hour

Cultural	Baggage	 Jay Hall, Houston Police Lt. (retired after 24 years) author of OpEd in Houston Chronicle: Texas’ two U.S. 
senators are undermining the state’s role as a leader in revamping overly harsh sentencing laws and reducing 
mass incarceration. + Matt Elrod Canadian Drug Reformer re US propaganda role in perpetuating eternal war.

10/10/18	FM	3-3:30	PM 1/2	Hour



The	Progressive	Forum	 Bonnie Caracciolo Co - Organizer with Cindy Sheehan of the The 2018 Women's March on the Pentagon taking 
place this weekend in Washington D.C.. The Women's March is confronting the bi-partisan war machine in a 
non-partisan way. Their demands are: The complete end to the wars abroad; closure of foreign bases, and to 
dramatically slash the Pentagon budget to fund healthy social programs here at home.

10/18/18	7-9pm 1	Hour

Community	Dialogue Analle Williams discusses General Elections, increase political negativity and the importance of voting the right people in 
office. 

10/28/2018	FM	11-12am 1	Hour

Cultural	Baggage	 Shannon Riley of Vancouver Coastal Health, Shiloh Murphy of Natl Drug Users Union, Lynell Clancy of Harm 
Reduction Svc, Elizabeth Macintosh of HIPS, Greg May of Indiana & Jasmine Budnella of Vocal NY. Recorded at 
Harm Reduction Conference New Orleans.

11/7/2018	3-3:30pm 1/2	Hour

Sin	Boldly	 An	interview	with	Cesar	Cantu,	a	convicted	drug	runner	who	spent	time	in	federal	prison	and	whose	sentence	was	later	
commuted	by	President	Obama.	Cesar	tells	an	important	story	about	trusting	God	and	following	his	path.	

11/11/18	HD2	5-6pm 1	Hour

Execution	Watch	 Alvin	Braziel	scheduled	for	execution	Tuesday	Dec.	11,	2018.	As	with	every	execution,	The	Prison	Show	team	covered	the	
protest	and	the	effects	of	the	state	execution	of	criminals.	Alsolive	coverage	from	Huntsville	starting	at	5pm,	broadcast	
live	from	6-7pm		As	The	Execution	is	enacted.	

12/11/18	FM	6-7pm 1	Hour

Growing	Up	In	America	 Dr.	Bob	Sanborn	and	Dr.	Katie	McConnell	Guests	included	Jorge	Cruz	from	Doctors	for	Change,	Tim	Schauer	who	is	the	
Senior	Vice	President	at	Cornerstone	Government	Affairs,	and	AmeriCorps	Vistas	Genesis	Herrera	and	Rebecca	Harms.

12/17/18	FM	3-4	pm 1	Hour

Prison	Show The	Prison	Show	welcomed	Warren	Houston	from	The	People's	Law	Study	Group,	Attorney	Dwayne	Simpson	of	the	
Simpson	Law	Group,	and	Eddie	Houston	formerly	incarcerated	36	.5	years	on	a	99	year	sentence	for	the	murder	of	an	off-
duty	Harris	County	Deputy	Sheriff,	Attorney	Ms.	Thalia	Dubose,	our	very	own	Death	Row	Angels,	and	then	Daniel	will	
follow	everything	"en	Español".

12/21/18	FM	9-11pm 2	Hours


